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Abstract
In this paper, the problem of existence of periodic solution is studied for p-Laplacian
Liénard equations with singular at x = 0 and x = +∞. By using the topological degree
theory, some new results are obtained, and an example is given to illustrate the
eﬀectiveness of our results. Our research enriches the contents of second order
diﬀerential equations with singularity.
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1 Introduction
The problem of periodic solution for ordinary diﬀerential equations with singularities has
attracted much attention of many researchers because of its background in the applied
sciences [–]. Lazer and Solimini in [] considered in  problems of periodic solutions
for the equation with a singularity suggested by the two fundamental examples
x′′ + xα = h(t) (.)
(attractive restoring force) and
x′′ – xα = h(t) (.)
(repulsive restoring force), where α >  is a constant and h :R→R is a T-periodic contin-
uous function. A necessary condition for the existence of a positive T-periodic solution
of equation (.) is that h¯ > , and a necessary condition for the existence of a positive
T-periodic solution for equation (.) is that h¯ < , as shown by integrating bothmembers
of the equations from  to T . By using the techniques of upper and lower solutions in
equation (.) and the methods of Schauder ﬁxed point theory in equation (.), respec-
tively, they have shown that those conditions are also suﬃcient if, in equation (.), one
assumes in addition that α ≥ . Jebelean and Mawhin in [] considered the problems of a
p-Laplacian Liénard equation of the form
(∣∣x′
∣∣p–x′




)′ + f (x)x′ – g(x) = h(t), (.)
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where p >  is a constant, f : [, +∞) → R is an arbitrary continuous function, h : R → R
is a T-periodic function with h ∈ L∞[,T]. They extend the result of Lazer and Solimini
in [] to p-Laplacian-Liénard equations.We notice that all the restoring force terms in the
equations studied by [, ] are not singular at x = +∞. So far, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, there are few results for the problem of equation with singular at x = +∞. For
example, Zhang in [] studied the problem of periodic solutions of the Liénard equation
with a repulsive singularity at x =  and a small singular force condition at x = +∞,
x′′ + f (x)x′ + g(t,x) = ,  < t < T .
By using Mawhin’s continuation theorem of the coincidence degree theory [], some re-
sults on the existence of periodic solutions were obtained. In [], Wang further studied
the existence of positive periodic solutions for a delay Liénard equation with a repulsive
singularity at x =  and a small singular force condition at x = +∞,
x′′ + f (x)x′ + g
(
t,x(t – τ )
)
= ,  < t < T .
In [–], the problem of existence of periodic solutions for some p-Laplacian Liénard
equations were studied. However, the restoring forces term in these equations are all in-
dependent of variable t.
Motivated by the abovementionedwork, in this paper, we study the existence of positive








)′ + f (x)x′ – g(x) + g(t,x) = h(t), (.)
where p >  is a constant, f : [,∞) → R is an arbitrary continuous function, g : R ×
[, +∞)→R is a continuous function with g(t +T ,x) = g(t,x) for all (t,x) ∈R× [, +∞),
g ∈ C((, +∞), (, +∞)) and limx→+ g(x) = +∞, h :R→R is a T-periodic function with
h ∈ L([,T],R). From the corresponding deﬁnitions in [, –], we see that equation (.)
and equation (.) are all singular at x =  and equation (.) is of attractive type and equa-
tion (.) is of repulsive type.
The interesting thing is that themain results in this paper can be applied to any damping
forces term f (x)x′ without imposing more conditions on it than that of f ∈ C([, +∞),R),
and we not only consider equation (.) with a repulsive singularity at x = , but we also
consider equation (.) with a attractive singularity at x = . Furthermore, for equation
(.) and equation (.), besides g(x) being singular at x = , we allow g(t,x) to be singular
at x = +∞. Of course, a further growing restriction on g(t,x) with respect to variable x
will be needed.
2 Preliminary lemmas
The following two lemmas (Lemma . and Lemma .) are all consequences of Theo-
rem . in [].
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Lemma. Assume that there exist constants  <M <M,M > , such that the following
conditions hold.




)′ + λf (u)u′ + λg(u) + λg(t,u) = λh(t)
satisﬁes the inequalities M < u(t) <M and |u′(t)| <M for all t ∈ [,T].






g(t, c)dt – h¯ = 


















Then equation (.) has at least one T-periodic solution u such that M < u(t) <M for all
t ∈ [,T].
Lemma. Assume that there exist constants  <M <M,M > , such that the following
conditions hold.
. For each λ ∈ (, ], each possible positive T-periodic solution x to the equation
(∣∣u′
∣∣p–u′
)′ + λf (u)u′ – λg(u) + λg(t,u) = λh(t)
satisﬁes the inequalities M < u(t) <M and |u′(t)| <M for all t ∈ [,T].






g(t, c)dt + h¯ = 


















Then equation (.) has at least one T-periodic solution u such that M < u(t) <m for all
t ∈ [,T].













where πp = π (p–)
/p
p sin( πp )
, p ∈ (, +∞).
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In order to study the existence of positive periodic solutions to equation (.) and equa-
tion (.), we list the following assumptions:
(H) lim infu→+[g(u) + g(t,u) – h¯] >  uniformly for all t ∈ [,T];
(H) lim supu→+∞[g(u) + g(t,u) – h¯] <  uniformly for all t ∈ [,T];
(H) lim infu→+[g(u) – g(t,u) + h¯] >  uniformly for all t ∈ [,T];
(H) lim supu→+∞[g(u) – g(t,u) + h¯] <  uniformly for all t ∈ [,T].
Now,we embed equation (.) and equation (.) into the following two equations family
with a parameter λ ∈ (, ), respectively,
(∣∣x′
∣∣p–x′





)′ + λf (x)x′ – λg(x) + λg(t,x) = λh(t), λ ∈ (, ]. (.)
Lemma . Assume that assumptions (H) and (H) hold, then there exist constants D
and D with  <D <D such that
() for each possible positive T-periodic solution u(t) of equation (.), there exist
t, t ∈ [,T] such that
u(t) >D and u(t) <D;
() g(u) + T
∫ T
 g(t,u)dt – h¯ >  for all u ∈ (,D], and g(u) + T
∫ T
 g(t,u)dt – h¯ < 
for all u ∈ [D, +∞).
Proof Assumption (H) implies the existence of some D >  such that
g(u) + g(t,u) – h¯ > , (.)






g(t,u)dt – h¯ >  for all u ∈ (,D]. (.)
Let u(t) be a positiveT-periodic solution to equation (.). If  < u(t)≤D for all t ∈ [,T],


























dt > . (.)



















g(u) + g(t,u) – h¯
]
dt, (.)
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which contradicts (.). This contradiction implies that there is a t ∈ [,T] such that
u(t) >D. (.)
On the other hand, assumption (H) implies the existence of some D >D such that
g(u) + g(t,u) – h¯ < , (.)






g(t,u)dt – h¯ >  for all u ∈ (D, +∞). (.)
Let u(t) be an arbitrary positive T-periodic solution to equation (.). If u(t) ≥ D for all































dt < . (.)
Comparing (.) with (.), we see that there exists some t ∈ [,T] such that
u(t) <D. (.)
Clearly, (.) and (.) ensure that conclusion () of Lemma . holds, and conclusion ()
of Lemma . follows from (.) and (.). 
By a similar arguing to the proof of Lemma ., we obtain the following result.
Lemma . Assume that assumptions (H) and (H) hold, then there exist constant  <
D <D such that
() for each possible positive T-periodic solution u(t) of equation (.) there exist
t, t ∈ [,T] such that
u(t) >D and u(t) <D;
() g(u) – T
∫ T
 g(t,u)dt + h¯ >  for all u ∈ (,D], and g(u) – T
∫ T
 g(t,u)dt + h¯ < 
for all u ∈ [D, +∞).
3 Main results
Theorem . Assume that (H) and (H), together with the following assumptions, hold:
(H)
∫ 
 g(u)du = +∞;






p < , where πp is a positive constant which is determined by Lemma ..
Then equation (.) has at least one positive T-periodic solution.
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Proof First of all, we will show that there existM,M withM >D andM >  such that






In fact, if u is a positive T-periodic solution of equation (.), then
(∣∣u′
∣∣p–u′
)′ + λf (u)u′ + λg(u) + λg(t,u) = λh(t), λ ∈ (, ]. (.)













































































































∣∣p– + bT + ‖h‖L
)
.
With t given by Lemma .,




and hence, by the Hölder inequality, we get
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Then, by (.), we get
u(t) <D + T

q C =:M for all t ∈R. (.)









–f (u)u′ – g(u) – g(t,u) + h(t)
]
dt
for all t ∈ [,T]. Thus, if F ′ = f , then
∣∣u′(t)
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 :=M, ∀t ∈ [,T], (.)
whereC = max≤u≤R |F(u)|+(aMp– +bT +‖h‖L )+. Equations (.) and (.) ensure
that (.) holds.
Below, we will show that there exists a constant M ∈ (,D), such that each positive
T-periodic solution of equation (.) satisﬁes
u(t) >M for all t ∈ [,T]. (.)
Suppose that u(t) is an arbitrary positive T-periodic solution of equation (.), then u(t)




)′ + λf (u)u′ + λg(u) + λg(t,u) = λh(t), λ ∈ (, ). (.)
Let t be determined in Lemma .. Multiplying (.) by u′(t) and integrating over the
































h(s)u′(s)ds, λ ∈ (, ). (.)
Set y(t) = |u′(t)|p–u′(t), then y(t) is absolutely continuous and u′(t) = |y(t)|q–y(t), where


































g(u)u′ dt – λ
∫ t
t
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From (H) there existsM ∈ (,D) such that
∫ D
η
g(s)ds > C for all η ∈ (,M]. (.)







which contradicts (.). This contradiction shows that u(t) >M for all t ∈ [,T]. So (.)
holds. Let m ∈ (,M) and m ∈ (M + D, +∞) be two constants, then from (.) and
(.), we see that each possible positive T-periodic solution u satisﬁes





This implies that condition  and condition  of Lemma . are satisﬁed. Also, we can













g(t, c)dt – h¯ <  for c ∈ [m, +∞),


















So condition  of Lemma . holds. By using Lemma ., we see that equation (.) has at
least one positive T-periodic solution. The proof is complete. 
By using Lemma . and Lemma ., we can obtain the following result.
Theorem . Assume that (H) and (H), together with the following assumptions hold:
(H)
∫ 
 g(u)du = +∞;






p < , where πp is a positive constant which is determined by Lemma ..
Then equation (.) has at least one positive T-periodic solution.





x′(t) + x(t) – a
(
 +  sin t
)
x(t) = cos t, (.)
where f is an arbitrary continuous function, a ∈ (, π ) is a constant. Corresponding to
equation (.), we can assume that g(u) = u , g(t,u) = a(+sin t)u, and h(t) = cos t. By sim-
ple calculating, we can verify that assumptions (H)-(H), (H)-(H) are all satisﬁed. Thus,
by using Theorem ., we see that equation (.) has at least one positive π-periodic so-
lution.
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